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Direct Auction Services LLC Makes 300 Most Powerful Companies 2018 List
Hendersonville, TN (October 19,2018) - In August, Auto Remarketing Magazine announced its annual

prestigious list of the 300 Most Powerful Companies in the remarketing industry, and among its
nominees, the publishers named Direct Auction Services LLC (www.DAS.work).
300 Powerful Companies in the Remarketing World
The publication describes its annual Power 300 list as “the major players in the used-car and
remarketing worlds,” and features both established and new companies.
“Congrats to all of our Power 300 nominees for being recognized as most powerful companies
in the pre-owned auto industry,” said Joe Overby, senior editor of Auto Remarketing.
"Direct Auction Services, as the parent company of Road Runner Services, Direct Reconditioning
and Auction Tires Online is honored to be included in the Power 300 List,” said David Nutter,
CEO of DAS.
Why Should it Matter to You?
The Power 300 recognition helps both retail automotive and independent clients identify
innovative and outstanding companies that they can trust to engage in business activities with.
Each year, Auto Remarketing Magazine lists companies that the editors have identified as being
the most influential, innovative, impactful and powerful in the pre-owned market.
Innovation Drives the Direct Auction Services
As a leading provider of outsourced staffing and services for the nation’s auto auction industry,
an industry valued at $100 billion by Auto Remarketing in 2016, Direct Auction Services (DAS) is
proud to have made its mark in this highly competitive field. Founded in 2009 by David Nutter
and Jack Garrett, DAS is comprised of a family of business that holistically serves, informs and
influences the automotive remarketing industry. The companies are: Direct Reconditioning, LLC
which is well-regarding for providing winning detail and body/paint services; Roadrunner
Services, LLC, providing local drive teams to handle pickup and delivery services as well as

towing; and Auction Tires Online, LLC, the tire provider focused solely on servicing auto
auctions’ clients. The latest addition to DAS is Direct Staffing Services, which provides
operational support services, including sale-day driving, lot operations, clerical support and
temporary staffing for the industry.
Said Nutter, “We invest our time and money into the technology and processes to provide
solutions for our customers; as their business rapidly changes, so does ours. A perfect example
of this is our tremendous growth in the permanent staffing solutions we provide for dealership
and auto auction operations as well as enhanced technology in our Road Map app which
provides real time tracking solutions for our transportation (drive away and towing) clients. We
offer dealerships and auto auctions a better way to operate.”
“We are proud to be recognized with this honor,” Nutter concludes. “We consider it a
milestone to be included amongst the many other heavy-hitters on the 300 Most Power
Companies list.”
Upcoming Event
Meet up with DAS’s team at the upcoming Used Car Week 2018 in Scottsdale, Arizona. The
event takes place from November 12 to November 16 and aims at to “bring people together,
building relationships, and driving the industry forward.”
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